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MAP25E-XL Technical Specification

ENERGY 400V, 50-60Hz, 3/N/PE

POWER CONSUMPTION 6.0 kw. Max

VACUUM PUMP 100 m³/h

COMPRESSED AIR CONSUMPTION 7 NL per cycle, 30 NL/min, 6-8 bar

GAS PRESSURE 2‐8 bar

CONTROL SYSTEM Omron PLC Touchsecreen

DIMENSIONS 2300(W)x1358(L)x1815(H) mm.

WEIGHT (WITH PUMP) 650 Kg.

FILM WIDHT 480 mm. Max

FILM REEL DIAMETER 76 mm.

CAPACITY 2‐6 cyclye/min

ORIGIN Made in Turkey

The MAP25E-XL is specifically designed for your non-standard, large and
heavy MAP packaging needs. The basic functions are like the MAP25
series, but a number of different engineering applications have been made
for large and heavy packages. Heavy materials are moved in the weld pool
on free-spin carriage bearings. Thanks to the pneumatic lift, the heavy
plates are easily lowered into the pool and lifted up. Without consuming
too much power, The welding drawer can easily be pushed and removed
into the weld pool with the help of linear gap-free guideways. The MAP
packaging plate is extracted from the machine via freely rotating bearings.

Another important feature of MAP25E-XL is that the weld pool is
washable. It is ideal for spilling, smelly, oily and messy products.
MAP25E-XL, manufactured by APACK, is designed for tough conditions.
The AISI 304 stainless steel body is extremely robust and displacement
does not deteriorate the machine settings. It is very easy to maintain and
clean. It easily adapts to any production environment. Thanks to the PLC
touch screen 7 '' Omron , every step of the packaging process can be easily
controlled.
MAP25E-XL molds are machined from one-piece aluminum and anodized.
Thanks to its special software, the gradual vacuum processes can be
applied easily. Liquid foods, sauces and products that must be hot
packaged can be easily packaged in a hermetic manner.


